WASHINGTON (AP) — Eight members of Congress have been implicated in an FBI investigation which is the largest investigation of political corruption that the FBI has ever undertaken, Washington sources said Sunday.

No charges have been filed, nor arrests made, but several sources said federal officials were planning to present their evidence to one or more grand juries, perhaps as early as this week.

Code-named Operation Ab- scam, the investigation used undercover FBI men posing as representatives of an Arab sheik offering bribes to win a casino gambling license and other favors, the sources said.

About 100 FBI agents began interviewing the 30 subjects of the probe on Saturday to advise them of the investigation, read them their rights, and question them. "Most of them told the FBI to go to hell," one source said.

At least 20 public officials and 10 lawyers and businessmen are implicated in the probe, a source familiar with the investigation said.

The source, who asked not to be named, said that FBI agents paid out almost $80,000 in cash to the officials, although fewer than 10 of them took any money.

"Some arranged meetings or did other favors," the source said.

In addition to state and local officials in New Jersey and Pennsylvania, the source said those who became subjects of the investigation were: U.S. Sen. Harrison A. Williams, Jr., D-N.J., and U.S. Reps. John M. Murphy, D-N.Y., Frank Thompson, Jr., D-N.J., Michael O. Myers, D-Pa., Raymond F. Lederer, D-Pa., John W. Jestreet, D-S.C., John P. Murtha, D-Pa., and Richard Kelly, R-Fla.

Those contacted by the Associated Press denied any wrongdoing.

Reports of the FBI investigation prompted a weekend conference of Republican congressmen, governors, and other officials to urge an "immediate, full, impartial" investigation of the charges by congressional ethics committees.

The FBI's probe was conducted in five cities and several points in between. The cities were Washington, New York, Miami, and Newark, N.J., several of the sources said.

One source close to the investigation gave this account:

The FBI did not begin the operation as a political corruption investigation "n years ago, its New York office proposed a complicated un-
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Brzezinski visits refugees

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP) — Zbigniew Brzezinski, President Carter's national security adviser, visiting a refugee camp inside Pakistan on Sunday told hundreds of cheering Afghans: "You are not alone."

"History bears testimony that no one has ever crushed the brave Afghan people. Remember, you are not alone," Brzezinski spoke at Sadda, 80 miles southwest of Peshawar. Sadda is a strategic post on the 600-mile Afghan-Pakistan border. About 7,000 refugees live in the camp, some of the estimated 500,000 Afghans who have fled their homeland during the past seven years and the rise of the Marxist regimes.

Brzezinski, Undersecretary of State Warren Christopher and Defense Department of Brzezinski explained that a few years back he paid for a sidewalk to be put in on College Street for pedestrians to walk on. "It is a terrible habit of someone to make the path to be so small. She also

By Mary Ann McNally
Staff Writer

Retired City Clerk
Elizabeth Leighty isn't too sure that good fences make good neighbors but the fence along the

The Carbondale resident tried a redwood fence the first time. She had it installed diagonally across her front yard at the corner of South Poplar and West College streets.

She wanted to stop people—mainly SIU-C students who populate that part of town—from taking a shortcut across her lawn. The trespassers used the shortcut so much that they had wore a path in the lawn and the soil was washing away, Leighty said. "The path keeps getting wider and wider and the top soil is eroding," she said. "I just thought if I could get the students to stop going across long enough to get the grass growing again that the soil wouldn't wash away.

The 4-foot fence was put up during Christmas break. But during the first week of spring semester classes, Leighty said, she looked out her window and found that someone had broken the fence.

The fence cost about $200, said Leighty, who has lived in the house since 1965. She said she thought about putting in hedges or 5-foot fences, but she was afraid they would block motorists' view of oncoming traffic at the corner.

"I'm not trying to be unfriendly. I thought it might help keep my top soil. I'm interested in Carbondale and young people. If I feel I have my rights to my property..."

Leighty said she couldn't see why people even take the path, when it cuts off such a small distance. She also explained that a few years back she paid for a sidewalk to be put in on College Street for pedestrians to walk on. "It is a terrible habit of someone to make the path so small. She also

The fence came down to save a few steps

Beg Your Pardon

A news story on Page 2 of Friday's Daily Egyptian about a lecture given by Lee Goldman should have clarified the fact that the Atomic Energy Commission was replaced in 1975 by the Energy Research and Development Administration and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The ERDA and three other energy-related departments were merged with the Department of Energy in October of 1977.
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Pay Yourself First

The current rate on savings are as follows:

Share Account 6½% annually
Christmas Club Compounded Quarterly
Special Savings

Share Drafts 5% annually
Compounded Monthly
Payroll Deductions—The easy way to save

S I U EMPLOYEES CREDIT UNION
1217 W. Main St. Carbondale, IL 62901

Staff photo by Dwight Nale
City to hear housing loan proposal

By Mary Harmon
Staff Writer

The city's interest in helping local citizens offset skyrocketing housing costs may be furthered Monday night when a Kansas City, Mo., investment firm presents to the City Council a proposal to aid the city in issuing low-interest mortgage loans.

The presentation by investment bankers Stern Brothers and Co. will be made at 7 p.m. in council chambers at 600 E. College St. The council indicated its interest in helping citizens with high housing costs by adoption of a $25 million housing mortgage bond revenue resolution last October.

Under the "Carbonada Plan," the city would issue up to a quarter of a million dollars to qualified citizens to stimulate home buying and home improvements by low- and moderate-income families.

The plan is designed to aid families "who are presently priced out of the housing purchase market," said City Manager Carroll Fry when the resolution was approved by the council.

The bonds would be issued by April 30, 1980, if the necessary legislative support becomes available. The federal legislation that would authorize cities to make such loans available is still pending, but House supporters, including U.S. Rep. Paul Simon, D-Ill., are pushing to break the current impasse on the bill.

Under the resolution, the city would issue tax-exempts revenue bonds to qualified citizens. The proceeds from the sale of the bonds would be used to make low-interest mortgage loans through local lending institutions.

Stern Brothers and Co. had indicated that they would handle the initial sale of the bonds in return for the council's selection of the Kansas City firm as bond underwriters. The Chicago Corporation and Carl Shoul, a local financial consultant, had also expressed interest in issuing the bonds for the city.

Also scheduled for council consideration Monday evening is a presentation by CIPS concerning the $75,000 difference in what the city had expected to receive and the amount actually received.

Government agencies slated for Career Day

By Mimi Jarzemsky
Staff Writer

Information on job opportunities and training will be available to interested students at Government Career Day Tuesday. Sponsored by the Career Planning and Placement Center, a walk-through format will be set up from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Ballrooms A and B of the Student Center.

"Career Day gives our students a tremendous opportunity to find out about government organizations in an informal setting," Larry Crouch, a placement consultant, said.

State, local and federal government agencies will have tables set up to answer questions. Crouch said that daily 42 agencies have confirmed attendance.

"Undergraduates will have the opportunity to talk to agency representatives about summer jobs and internships," he said.

Agencies that have confirmed attendance include the Department of Justice, Bureau of Prisons, Social Security Administration for the Midwest region, Department of Child and Family Services, Data Processing Department, etc.

Debate to be held among candidates for state's attorney

Three Democratic candidates for Jackson County state's attorney will participate in a debate at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in Morris Library Auditorium.

William Schwartz, the incumbent state's attorney; John Clements, a former assistant state's attorney; and Guice Strong, assistant state's attorney, will participate in the debate sponsored by the SIU-C College Democrats.

The debate will be held at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in Morris Library Auditorium. The question is: whether the government can act against any American suspected of criminal activity. Another question is just how certain of that criminal activity the government must be.

Iran OKs international council

By the Associated Press

Iran has set up an international commission that will consider alleged crimes of the deposed shah and "will be effective in solving the hostage crisis," a Foreign Ministry spokesman said Sunday.

Establishment of the commission, proposed by U.N. Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim, has been approved by Iranian leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini as well as the ruling Revolutionary Council, said the Foreign Ministry spokesman, Nasrabad Salami.

A spokesman for the militants, reached by telephone at the embassy, said he was aware of the agreement but not of the specific details. A statement might be issued later, the spokesman for the militants said.

The members of the commission would be selected by Waldheim and would include Iranian and foreign representatives. Salami said.

New Mexico prison calmed

SANTA FE, N.M. (AP) — National Guardsmen and state police regained control of the besieged New Mexico State Prison on Sunday and officials said all the remaining hostages were safe after being held nearly 36 hours by rebellious inmates.

Without firing a shot, scores of Guardsmen and a police SWAT team entered the grounds of the smoldering prison in the afternoon to end a siege that had left at least eight inmates dead and dozens hospitalized, officials said. Fire damage to the prison was estimated at $10 million.

Carter seeks secret court

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Carter administration intends to propose that a secret court be given power to authorize covert government intelligence agents to break into the homes and offices of certain Americans.

But with President Carter's proposal still at least five days from being made public, debate already has begun over just which Americans should be targets of such intrusions.

The question is whether the government can act against any American suspected of criminal activity. Another question is just how certain of that criminal activity the government must be.

THESE PEOPLE ARE OUT TO CHANGE THE WORLD.

Internationally known (conference) speaker... BOB WEINER... and... THE PRAISE BAND

Monday, Feb. 4 7:00pm
Tuesday, Feb. 5 7:00pm
Wednesday, Feb. 6 7:00pm

GRAND OPENING!!
ALL MEETINGS AT THE...
MARANATHA CHRISTIAN CENTER
715 SOUTH UNIVERSITY
IN CARBONDALE
CALL 529-3711
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Gasohol to solve fuel problems while making use of extra grain

By Ken MacGarrigle
Staff Writer

Gasohol, a mixture of 10 percent alcohol and 90 percent gasoline, is a small but important way for the United States to kick its foreign gasoline habit.

The Russia grain embargo left President Carter with the tough decision of what to do with the warm sun and the frost from lost Soviet sales. One part of his program involves gasohol.

Carter has put out a gasohol plan that gives loans and tax credits for grain-alcohol (ethanol) production. The loans and tax credits would be paid for with revenues from the proposed windfall profit tax. A potential result projected is that by 1985 gasohol would fill 30 percent of the national demand for unleaded gasoline.

Thus, the agricultural belt that helps feed the world may someday feed our gas tanks as well.

We need to aid America and U.S. grain lost in the Russian embargo. We definitely need to stretch dwindling U.S. gasoline supplies. Any way at a gas station will spell out, oil prices are going to continue to go up before they go down.

The technology to produce this fuel is with us today. There's no need to wait for developing gasohol. It's the only substitute for gasoline today.

Getting gas from grain makes sense.

Viewpoint

Remove snow the natural way

By Andrew Zinner
Staff Writer

Well the deadly white snow is finally here. Like getting old and paying taxes, snow always seems to make its disgusting appearance. Sliding around corners, bearing slowed-down traffic, and leaving the trusty bicycle at home are all products of the white trash that comes every winter.

Living in Carbondale poses another problem when the little flakes accumulate on your sidewalk. See, in Carbondale we have an ordinance which requires that snow be removed within 24 hours after the snow stops falling. Offenders could be fined $10 to $50 for violations of the ordinance.

That's right. We have to remove something that god of Mother Nature dumped on us. My grandfather, who went to church regularly, always said, "God put it there, and God will take it away." And he lived in Chicago!

Around mid-April, my grandfather's walk would be cleared off, courtesy of the sun and warm weather. These are NATURAL measures to alleviate a NATURAL occurrence. No one ever bothered to fine him, because Chicago never had such a ridiculous rule.

Many say that government interferes too much into their daily lives. The government regulates this, and that. If Carbondale officials want snow on everyone's walk, let them shovel the stuff. Furthermore, how can they ask people to clean their walks when they can't even plow the public streets!

And I'll be too polite to mention how the city will have to "fine itself" for not shoveling its sidewalks!

Though the constitutionality of the ordinance has been verified by the Illinois Supreme Court, the law seems crazy. Why should mere mortals be punished by the action of Nature? And what right does the city have to punish residents who don't shovel Public streets?

And what about old people who can't walk heavy, snow-filled streets? Should they be fined for not shoveling sidewalks?

I don't think many people would want to make its disgusting punishment for not shoveling sidewalks. And what about old people who can't walk heavy, snow-filled streets? Should they be fined for not shoveling sidewalks?

The commission of the shah for medical treatment he could have acquired somewhere else, was a mistake. But the original mistake is paying a good dividend. It has made politics very palatable and foreign policy concentration very profitable. Iran and Afghanistan have become a blessing in disguise for President Carter, despite bad and misguided earlier judgment on b/a.

The Anti-Soviet reaction arising from Soviet intervention in Iran is also politically correct. Carter wrongly calls "invasion" to maximize on anti-Soviet sentiment, is also becoming very profitable.

The President is going to like it as far as he can, short of nuclear war.

Another interesting element of Carter's campaign tactics besides hiding in the shadow of the White House, the warm sun melted it all.

If people want to shovel their walks, fine. But for those folks like my grandfather, let them also exercise their freedom. Have patience, city hochoes. God dropped the snow, and He will remove it, too.

Letters

Cries 'blessing in disguise'

Are we gullible or too trusting? The presidential race has started to come across as very palatable and foreign policy concentration very profitable. Iran and Afghanistan have become a blessing in disguise for President Carter, despite bad and misguided earlier judgment on b/a.

The commission of the shah for medical treatment he could have acquired somewhere else, was a mistake. But the original mistake is paying a good dividend. It has made politics very palatable and foreign policy concentration very profitable. Iran and Afghanistan have become a blessing in disguise for President Carter, despite bad and misguided earlier judgment on b/a.

The Anti-Soviet reaction arising from Soviet intervention in Iran is also politically correct. Carter wrongly calls "invasion" to maximize on anti-Soviet sentiment, is also becoming very profitable.

The President is going to like it as far as he can, short of nuclear war.

Another interesting element of Carter's campaign tactics besides hiding in the shadow of the White House, the warm sun melted it all.

If people want to shovel their walks, fine. But for those folks like my grandfather, let them also exercise their freedom. Have patience, city hochoes. God dropped the snow, and He will remove it, too.

Many foreign-events observers don't see the Soviet aggression or intervention in Afghanistan as anything different than their earlier adventures in old areas, such as were fought in Angola and Ethiopia. The Russians used the Czars in Afghanistan for their interests, and the call was to close to home so the Czar simply let the Baba Jov out of the jail. That is they intervened to prop up what they thought was their own ally, a pro-oriental ally against domestic enemies, often referred to as reactionaries, and to nip in the bud Muslim insurgence instigated by Khomenei on their Southern border.

The public outraged by Iran and the hostage stalemate was ready for muscle flexing.

For the President, the Russians blundered at a very opportune time. He is maximizing on this to the point of lying to the public and breaching his most important campaign promises, however, will never lie to you." — Jack D. Little, Graduate, U-classified

Zips appreciate SIU-C crowd

On behalf of the Murphysboro Zips, I would like to thank the students attending the Tulsa basketball game for their support and response. Our young people worked hard for several months to perfect a routine that the Zips hope will please the people watching.

There is no greater crowd to perform for than the students of SIU-C. Your support and enthusiasm always seems to inspire us to do our best.

Thank all of you for letting us know that you appreciate the work we have done. — Byron W. York, The Murphysboro Zips
Hop aboard ‘Spaceship Earth’

How many times have you heard someone say “I’m starving” when it’s not true or, for that matter, not enough to survive is a lifetime, sadly an often shortened lifetime occupation. Did you ever do the math? In fact, 38 persons die each minute of every day simply because of the starkly, called starvation? And of these 28 persons, 12 of them will be under the age of 5 when they die.

Yet, how many people believe that the hungry will always be with us, regardless of our efforts? This circular reasoning is perpetuating the problem. We tend to address the issue by eating everything on our plates to ease our dis-ease with the notion of merely being consumed. This is the main concept, in actuality, is quite archaic once considered. Why are we consuming more than any other person on our planet? Are we not part of the struggle for survival? Or are we adopting “out of sight, out of mind.”

Urgently, as human beings responsible for each other we must come to grips with this world hunger issue. Buckminster Fuller coined the “Spaceship Earth” concept, stressing the “synergy” idea—the world must be envisioned as a whole, rather than as independent functioning parts. Without this synergistic movement, world harmony and balance is unattainable. To enjoy in the riches of our globe is the right of all persons occupying our planet, not the privilege of a select few. Thus, we must attune our thinking and our actions toward this philosophy and do something.

What can one individual do to make a difference? First, remember that individuals make up groups, and groups make up the world. Decide to act now to help solve this global dilemma. Dial (800) 424-5051 (toll free) Cambodian Hunger Project Headquarters to find out today how you can help to make a difference. To not act is a decision in itself. Become a partner in working together with our fellow passengers of this Earth vehicle so that all we may be able to enjoy the trip! — The Battelle Graduate Student, Health Education

“Chicken-fried” politics?

It is ironic that Jimmy Carter is proving to be the exception to the rule. Americans to fight and rescue our hostages is not in line with Carter’s own bombing policy. The President was once called the “chicken-fried Executive.” Oh I wish! The truth is this: Mr. Carter’s bombastic stance. It is clearly the brinkmanship Richard Nixon played with world peace when his confidence level dipped too low. We see now that Jimmy Carter is playing brinksmanship for the same reasons with the Middle East.

The difference is that Richard Nixon resigned before we found out what, or now he would back down if the Soviets called his bluff.

We now have the opportunity to give Carter four more years to let the Soviets challenge him. The one sure way we will know that Carter’s foreign policy is meaningful is if he can bring us into another war. And what of long-term treatments. For both the hostages and their families? It is known, for example, that once the euphoria of regained freedom has passed, the hostages mind are vulnerable to any number of after shocks. These range from physical disabilities, head injuries, and gastrointestinal problems to emotional disorders like severe irritability and social withdrawal.

To date, the public’s support for the welfare of the hostages has been strong and constant. The sharp drop in this caring attitude comes as the hostages are back and they are off the front pages.

Hostages face mental problems

Washington—It isn’t too soon to begin thinking about the day when the American hostages in Tehran will be freed and coming home. If concern about these victims and others of terror has any substance, it must be deeper than the goal of bringing them back “unharmed.” That can’t happen. Immense harm has already been done. Even in the absence of physical violence, which is the surface measurement of victimization, what of the emotional and psychological violence that the terrorists have inflicted on the hostages? At the moment, we have more questions than answers about how the effects of this damage should be treated.

Bona Fields, a psychologist and sociologist who has worked both on political and torture victims from such scenes of terror as Northern Ireland, Chile, and Brazil, is one authority who prefers to be cautious. “We don’t know, at least not with any kind of scientific reliability, what is the best procedure for treating victims of hostage-taking. At best, we are hit-or-miss, with more misses than hits. Much more data are needed if we are going to make sound judgments that will result in the successful treatment of victims.

Until the victims are home and given full medical evaluations—which will only begin the treatment of the psychological after shocks—the least that can be done is to remain wary of some of the psychological speculations currently making the rounds.

The “Stockholm Syndrome” has been mentioned. This is the illness, so-named from the reaction of hostages during a Swedish bank robbery, in which the captive ends up identifying with the captor, the one writing the ransom note. At the moment, we have more patience than hits. Much more data are needed if we are going to make sound judgments that will result in the successful treatment of victims.

According to the literature, the Stockholm Syndrome was a special reaction that has not been seen elsewhere in civilian situations. It is true that a captive can develop dependency on his captor. But dependency isn’t identification nor is it sympathy. It is a reaction.

A second theory is that individuals who have already been through severe ordeals can withstand the suffering of being taken hostage. This is the immunization explanation of stress. But researchers have found that the opposite is often true: the worst effects can be felt by those who have endured an excess of stress in previous experiences.

Another notion says that the hostages will come out of this experience strengthened. If being held hostage by terrorists were on the level of a few months in the French Foreign Legion, a trip up Mt. Everest or other deeds that are said to toughen the soul, then this might make sense. But being held at gunpoint in a makeshift prison by violent ideologues—one for a few hours, a few months—can be a trauma like no other. In the context of hostage taking, which has become common in the past few years, Iran is unique: the captors have the institutional support of their government. Hostage-takers commonly try to get this kind of support, as in skyjacking planes to Cuba in the delusion that the rebellious Castro will sympathize with their rebelous cause.

At the State Department, an official said that “everything necessary would be done” for the hostages when they returned. Here again, though, little is known. What kind of re-entry therapy will be suitable? Will a gala celebration along the lines of the one Richard Nixon staged at the White House for the returning Vietnam prisoners of war, be a proper homecoming?

(c) 1980, The Washington Post Company

who have endured an excess of stress in previous experiences.

Colman McCarthy

“Celebrity Bowl” to be filmed for broadcast on WSIU-TV

By Jessi Olson
Staff Writer

Many people know that Alexander the Great’s mentor was Aristotle, Aristotle’s was Plato and Plato’s was Socrates. But who was Socrates’ tutor?

Questions like this will be the challenge to four students and four University administrators during the “Celebrity Bowl” at 8:15 p.m. Monday in the color TV studio of the Communications Building. “The first person to say Zee of Eela, who was Socrates’ tutor, will be awarded a bonus question for the team to answer as a group.”

The match is being filmed for broadcast over WSIU-TV (Channel 6) at a later date. Doors to the studio will be opened from 8:15 to 8:30 p.m., and the public is invited to attend.

Heading the administration’s team will be Frank Horton, vice president for academic affairs; William Eaton, assistant to the vice president for academic affairs; and Ken Smith, junior in engineering, Arnold Pearlstein, graduate student in recreation, Ken Smith, junior in radio-TV and Michael Blum, graduate student in speech communication. The students are part of the eight-member College Bowl team that recently competed against SIU-Edwardsville and won 270-75. Four team members will participate in regional competition Friday at St. Mary’s College in Notre Dame, Ind.

Coaching the College Bowl team is John Wittig, instructor of speech communication. Wittig said the team prepares for the matches by going through old College Bowl questions.

“If we find we have weaknesses, I assign students to specific areas of study,” Wittig said. “Right now I have someone memorizing the major plot lines and characters of Shakespearean plays and someone else memorizing the periodic tables of the elements.”

Wittig said the group also discusses strategies for slowing the game down if they are ahead, and spending it up if they are behind.

While the administrators won last year’s tournament, Wittig said the students are “looking forward to getting revenge” this year.

Monday’s puzzle

By William R. Noll Jr.

0 6 2 3 4 1 5 7

A Southern Experience

WANTED:

HARD-WORKING...“TOGETHER”

STUDENTS FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Are You:

a) a student who likes to help others?

b) personable, outgoing, hard-working?

c) personable, outgoing, hard-working?

d) needing a summer job that is dynamic, richly rewarding, and financially attractive?

✓ if all of the above

If your answer is “✓” then you must attend one of three scheduled mandatory interest meetings for the New Student Leaders.

Tuesday, February 5, 7PM, Saline Room, Student Center

Wednesday, February 6, 4PM, Makinaw Room, Student Center

Thursday, February 7, 7PM, Saline Room, Student Center

Attendance at one of these meetings is a MUST.

Sponsored by the Office of Student Development
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First Center Stage operas superb

By Craig DeVriese
Staff Writer

"Hello Out There" and "Rita" are two completely different one-act operas with one thing in common. Both are performed in superb fashion by the Marjorie Lawrence Opera Theater.

Both musical dramas will be performed by the Opera Theater at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the Student Center's Ballroom D as the first Center Stage production of the semester. Tickets are $1 for students and $2 for the general public. They are available at the Student Center Ticket Office or at the door the night of the performance.

The casts of both 45-minute operas turned in excellent, entertaining performances. "Hello Out There" was just as intense and dramatic as "Rita" was light and frivolous. Each was given a professional touch by the Opera Theater, which is the performing arm of the School of Music.

"Hello Out There" features Hans Ashbaker and Laura Ritter, both graduate students in opera theater, in a musical adaptation of a play by Williams Saroyan. Ashbaker plays a traveling gambler who is wrongly accused of rape and thrown into a Texas jail. Ritter is the innocent, small-town girl with whom he falls in love. The two work well together in the opening half of the opera. Ashbaker's deep booming voice adds to the play's dramatic tone.

John Kazee, also a graduate student in opera, turned in a short, but effective performance as the anguished husband of the woman Ashbaker supposedly raped. Also in the cast were Alan Petrich, a graduate student in opera, and Sarah Shankland, a freshman in music. The play was directed by Jack Dore, a graduate student in opera.

John Kazee, also a graduate student in opera, turned in a short, but effective performance as the anguished husband of the woman Ashbaker supposedly raped. Also in the cast were Alan Petrich, a graduate student in opera, and Sarah Shankland, a freshman in music. The play was directed by Jack Dore, a graduate student in opera.

The plot thickens when her first husband (Petrich), who she had presumed to be dead, returns.

"Rita" is set in a small low-D girl traveling farce, and revolves around Rita (Cawley), a shrewish wife who is not above slapping her timid husband (Kazee) around. The plot thickens when her first husband (Petrich), who she had presumed to be dead, returns.

Hans Ashbaker plays a traveling gambler and Laura Ritter a small town girl in the one-act opera "Hello Out There." The opera will be performed Tuesday in the Student Center.
By Charity Gould
Staff Writer

The 5 inches of snow that fell silently on Carbondale last week could be blamed on about 30 preschoolers who participated in "Story Hour" at the Carbondale Public Library Tuesday night and Wednesday morning.

"Story Hour" snow dancing could be blamed for 5-inch fall

"Story Hour" was a child killed by a ferret on Carbondale last night and Monday morning. IIC.

"Story Hour" runs for several weeks. By Donella Odum, a four-year-old with 126 toys that the children can check out for two weeks.

"Story Hour" offers books in Spanish, German and French, picture dictionaries, books that have an emphasis on phonetic sound, children's records, magazines and encyclopedias.

"Just like the books, the children can count out the magazines, records and encyclopedias," Odum said.

SELF SERVICE POPULAR

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Self service gasoline is gaining in acceptance in Illinois, and will become increasingly popular as gasoline prices continue to soar, the Illinois Legislative Investigating Commission has said.

In a report on self service gasoline marketing practices, the commission said that generally self service "means a savings in the price of gasoline."

Tonight, we are having a ferret and two Shih Tzu puppies. "Lizzie" the lizard, kept in the children's section of the library, recently became somewhat of a celebrity.

"Lizzie was stolen about two weeks ago, but he was found by the police and returned the next day," Odum said. "He was quite a celebrity for awhile."

An ant farm and an aquarium also can be found in the children's section.

"Really soon, Peter's Toy Box will be put back up," said Odum, a Murphysboro native who graduated from SIU-C with a degree in elementary education in 1976.

"Peter's Toy Box" is a memorial to a child killed two years ago, has been repaired bright red and will be filled with 126 toys that children can check out for two weeks.

Curious George and Dr. Seuss books are still favorites among the kids. Odum said.

"Books have changed since I was a child," Odum said. "For instance, when I pick books for the library I look at the illustrations because most preschoolers look at the pictures."

The children's library offers books in Spanish, German and French, picture dictionaries, books that have an emphasis on phonetic sound, children's records, magazines and encyclopedias.

"Just like the books, the children can count out the magazines, records and encyclopedias," Odum said.

GOVERNMENT CAREER DAY '80

Tuesday, February 5

When graduation time comes, be a step ahead!

Know you have obtained the training needed for the position you seek by asking in advance!

Student Center
Ballrooms A & B
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.


Ask your own questions. No lectures, just walk in format. All majors' welcome!

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement Center
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Ibsen drama 'Doll's House' to be staged

Henrik Ibsen's classic drama, "A Doll's House," will be performed at 8 p.m. Friday through Sunday in the Laboratory Theater of the Communications Building.

Tickets can be purchased for $2 at the Theater Box Office from noon to 4 p.m. weekdays.

The play is about a seemingly happy couple who have been married for eight years. The husband is a prosperous, respected man and the wife is godly, dignified and toy-like. A conflict is presented when the wife realizes how much her charming ignorance has been masking her intelligence.

When "A Doll's House" premiered in 1879, it was denounced by theater-goers in Europe and America. Ibsen was assailed as an enemy of the "sacred ties of marriage."

African artwork depicting heritage shown at Faison

An exhibition of works by 20 Africa-born artists has opened at the North Gallery of the University Museum and Art Galleries in Faison Hall. It will continue through Feb. 27.

The show, "African Artists in America," includes paintings, sculpture, graphics and batik that draw on the African heritage of the artists, women as well as men, who now live and work in the United States.

Tristoba Benjamin, Howard University art professor who was guest curator for the exhibit, observed that the works are "profoundly sound in technique and of high quality" and that the "flavoring is at once international and African."

Ten African countries are represented in the show, which is sponsored by the Smithsonian Institution.

Hey, that's my car

SEATTLE (AP) - University of Washington police officer Mel Perez took a special interest in two car thieves. He says they were hanging out against her marionette-like life, the wife declares her independence and leaves her husband and children to find self fulfillment.

When "A Doll's House" premiered in 1879, it was denounced by theater-goers in Europe and America. Ibsen was assailed as an enemy of the "sacred ties of marriage."

By Dan Hall
Associated Press Writer
HADDAM, Conn. (AP) - Sawdust, once a bothersome byproduct of the sawmill, soon will be used by a lumber producer in this Connecticut river town as a substitute for precious fuel oil.

And in Saco, Maine, Gwido Swistun has built a furnace in his home that burns sawdust from a local mill. He hopes to begin marketing sawdust furnaces soon.

In Connecticut, Rossi Corp. plans to start burning its mountains of sawdust and wood chips in a new burner that produces steam to heat the company's new wood-driving kilns. Rossi said, "sawdust power" will provide the company with hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of heat per year to kiln-dry the 12 million board feet of lumber it produces annually.

Until recently the company has transported freshly cut lumber from its five mills to other companies to be dried and sold.

About a year ago Ross1 began thinking about using sawdust as an alternate source of energy to dry the company's lumber without relying on other firms.

Six kilns and a $200,000 combustion-sawdust burner to heat them have been installed at the plant. So far, the Pennsylvania-made burner has been operated only on oil - except for test runs.

But in Maine, Swistun's home has been heated this winter by sawdust. He packs the sawdust in a chamber around lengths of pipe, then removes the pipes. The sawdust burns along the channels left when the pipes are taken out.

Swistun figures his sawdust furnace will heat his house for $98 this winter, compared to the $730 that the equivalent fuel oil would cost.

Ross1 said that during cold weather, his heating system burns about 6.000 gallons of oil per week.
Waste clean-up sought

By Martin Crossingham
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Carter's 1981 budget proposes a $1.6 billion environmental "supertax" that seeks to atone for past government neglect — the failure to regulate hazardous waste dumps that dot the nation's 50 states.

While emphasizing waste-site clean up, Carter is scaling down efforts to enforce air and water regulations at a time that the push for energy development would create major new pollution sources.

The centerpiece of Carter's 1981 environmental plan creation of a "Superfund" to clean up 400 to 500 of the nation's worst dump sites for $1.6 billion. The fund would come from the oil and chemical industries, which could be tapped to pay $1.3 billion into the fund.

In addition to the superfund, Carter proposes spending $1.77 million for the Environmental Protection Agency's hazardous waste program, a 47 percent increase over current efforts. Staffing would increase by 126 percent to 724 employees.

In that context, the EPA's clean-air programs would be cut by 62 million and lose 77 people, a 4 percent drop in staffing. The water quality program would lose $2.3 million and 55 persons.

Thirty of the people being cut from the air quality program would be workers who work in the field. The reduction concerns Robert Rauch of the Environmental Defense Fund who points out that regrettably EPA offices are responsible for certifying the new coal power plants that would help win the nation from its independence on foreign oil.

This decision plays right into the hands of critics unhappy with red tape and delays. It will bring more pressure for such things as an Energy Mobilization Board to circumvent environmental regulations, Rauch said.

Despite his success over cuts in air and water programs, Rauch was pleased with the increase in hazardous waste regulation.

"We have a legacy of tragedy that could have been avoided with a modest expenditure of money for regulation years ago," Rauch said. "Unless we are willing to increase the risk of cancer and let our children be born with birth defects, we must be willing to spend the millions that will now be needed to clean up these dumps.

Leaking of dangerous chemicals from a series of dumps in the Love Canal area of New York forced the evacuation of 200 families in 1978 and prompted Carter to declare Love Canal a national disaster area.

There are as many as 30,000 dangerous dumps across the nation, according to EPA estimates.

USO success, setbacks reported

By Robin Saporas
Staff Writer

In a semester report Undergraduate Student Organization officers cite the installation of lights, in front of the Student Recreation Center, the formation and distribution of a bi-monthly newsletter and the success of Carriesta as accomplishments of the Fall semester.

The report details accomplishments and setbacks and provides recommendations for improvements. The report will be available for students in the USO office and the reserved section of Morris Library's Undergraduate Library.

In the report, Student President Pete Alexander wrote, "The USO newsletter, Informer, is helping to keep over 1,000 undergraduates informed about USO activities every other week. The overall attitude of participants in Halloween 1978 was very positive. I feel that we can claim some success because the destruction was minor. Another light was installed in front of the Student Recreation Center... the vice president for student affairs purchased the light and will purchase another if it is needed."

He said there is a definite difference between USO and previous student government. "I think we've bounced back from a tough year. We've gained credibility that had been lost and made positive steps with the publicity and campaigns we've started."

In her letter, Vice President Chrisanne Blakenship wrote, "What is needed now is for the USO to extend its interests statewide."

She said that USO has become more involved with other universities. "We'd like to go to Springfield on issues with more than one voice, it looks and sounds better having a unified voice."

A chain letter has been sent to other universities, she said. "We can get together to discuss issues and compare similarities and differences of our organizations."
FINE FOODS
FROM BOREN'S with the Personal Touch

MIX or MATCH DEL MONTE
* Cream Style Golden Corn
* Whole Kernel Golden Corn
* Peas * Cut Green Beans
16-17-oz. Cans
3 for 88¢

OLDSTYLE or BUTTERMILK
IGA BISCUITS
LIMIT 6 WITH $10.00 PURCHASE & COUPON
8-oz. Can
10¢

WHOLE FRYERS
lb. 49¢
LIMIT WITH PURCHASE

ALL EXCEPT BEEF BANQUET DINNERS
2 $1.00
11-oz. Pkgs.

CALIFORNIA NAVEL ORANGES
88 Count
8 for 99¢

1% MILK
GAL. $1.49

RC & DIET RITE
8 pack 16 oz $1.39
ASSORTED COLORS
IGA TISSUE 69¢
4-Roll Pack

GROUND BEEF $1.39

BOKEN'S
IGA

WILL MAKE YOUR DAY

IGA PERSONAL TOUCH

IGA LEWIS & PAD
1&20 West VillagMall
LACONIA, IN. 46050

IGA LEWIS & PAD
1620 West Main Street
Carbondale
705 10th, 709 10th
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On campus drinking no problem yet

By Erich Newcomb

"Staff Writer"

Drinking at SIU-C has not caused a problem, said William Kehoe, assistant coordinator of the Student Life Office.

"So far I haven't received a single report of underage drinking," Kehoe said, adding that filed complaints take about a week to reach his desk. Kehoe expects to receive the semester's first complaint within the next three to four working days.

Stephen Kirk, resident hall coordinator of University Park, said he also has seen little evidence of a major problem.

Canine keeps on ticking and keeping

By Robert Lee Zimmer

"Associated Press Writer"

Dr. Eugene Musselman said he was the only one of nine students who sold his dog, Lady, to the Associated Press. The dog was referred to Musselman by Janet Proctor, social life coordinator of the Carbondale Senior Citizens Center, who has received a major problem.

"I don't think their motivation is to censor, but that is the reason," Musselman said.

The networks said the decision to reject the ad was based on the ad's distasteful content against alcoholic commercials on competing networks. They said they had nothing to do with the discussion of their profits. NBC also challenged the relevance of the comparison.

The network commercial, which has run on stations in New York, Washington and Los Angeles, features a dressed man, described by Musselman as a "security analyst-type," saying Mojo's profits were "big," but then noting that NBC lost more than $2.5 billion last year to find and produce a news story.

"To get profits in perspective," the man in the commercial says, "business

analyst look at percentages, just as you do when you open a savings account. Over the years, Mojo has earned about the same profit percentage on money invested as the average for all manufacturing industries -- and less than for ABC, CBS and NBC.

The commercial did not back up the statement, but in a newspaper ad Mojo cited figures on profits divided by accounts on stockholders' equity -- the amount of profit divided by the amount of money invested by stockholders.

In 1978, according to Fortune magazine, ABC had a 21.6 percent return on total profits of $130.6 million: CBS's return was 21.9 percent on profits of $191.1 million, and RCA Corp. had a return of 17.4 percent on earnings of $723.4 million. RCA owns NBC, but does not provide separate financial details on the network.

There are differences in methods of computing return on shareholders' equity. This year, Mojo changed accounting procedures, thereby concluding that its return on shareholders' equity was 13.0 percent in 1978, a figure that grew to 20.8 percent in 1979 as earnings rose to $2.01 billion. RCA's profits of $243.8 million for 1979, but it did not release a figure on stockholder's equity. CBS and ABC have not released 1979 earnings.

NBC, in a statement read by a spokesman, cited its policy that "parisan viewpoints on important issues, such as oil company profits, are presented in news and public affairs programs, produced by interested news professionals and not in paid commercials.

"Mobil's attempt to compare oil company profits with the return on invested capital of the television networks had no bearing on our decision, in our judgment, injects wholly extraneous arguments into Mobil's defense of its profits," the statement added.

CBS vice president Gene Mather said his network's refusal to air the ad "had nothing to do with our profits." It had a ban against airing commercials that denied the existence of problems.

"The Mobil attempt to compare the two industries is a simple attempt to relate one problem to another. It is not valid," Mather said. "It is true that there are problems in the oil industry, but they are not at the same level of concern as those in the entertainment industry."
Kennedy's biggest challenge will be New England caucuses

AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) – As Massachusetts and New Hampshire go 5-5, Edward M. Ken­
dy, the

Maybe

challenger for the Democratic presidential nomination now says he is in the campaign to stay, no matter what happens in the upcoming New Hampshire primary.

They come in Maine's town meeting style Democratic caucuses, and in New Hampshire's presidential primary election Feb. 7.

The morning after his sand­

slide loss to President Carter in the Iowa pre­

idential test, Kennedy said he had to win those two contests. The im­

pli­

cation was that if he did not, his candidacy would be over. But he did not say that.

All he said was "Yes," when he was asked whether he had to beat Carter in the two New England contests.

In fact, he couldn't have said anything else. To have claimed that two states in his own home region were not vital would have affronted his supporters, and campaign workers just when he needs them most.

Besides, nobody would have believed him.

One sure way to undo any presidential campaign is to talk about quitting it, under any circumstances. The point of no return has to be top secret, or the candidate is virtually certain to reach it.

Without a candidate loses, as Kennedy did in Iowa, the pressure mounts for him to set goals, to say this state or that state is the crucial one.

Kennedy already had done too much of that for the good of his own campaign. Outpolled in a Republican straw vote in Florida, he said Iowa wouldn't be the first real test. Beaten there, he said New England victories were crucial.

What really is essential is to keep the money coming. When it dries up, a campaign really is over. Kennedy has had problems in that department, and a victory or two wouldn't cure.

In the competition for cam­
paign money, it also is im­
portant that the candidate squash any suggestion that he doesn't win next Tuesday, or the talk of his empty pocket after that, will no longer be a candidate. Set a specific contest as the make-or­

break test, and the wavering donor will keep his checkbook in his pocket to wait the return.

In a way, Kennedy's early misfortunes could be an asset in the coming New England primaries — if he can beat Carter. Any margin will do in New Hampshire where, a year ago, the pre-campaign pollsters said he was preferred over Carter by 2-1 margin. Now the polls give Carter the edge.

Unless Kennedy succeeds in his own territory, his problems will go from serious to critical.

Candidates first debate, then agree

CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — While other Democratic and Republican presidential hopefuls debate about women's issues in New Hampshire, Rep. John Anderson and Gov. Edward Brown confronted each other and found they agreed on almost everything.

In a debate believed to be the first test of a Democrat and a Republican in a primary contest, the California governor and the Illinois congressman took turns agreeing with one another.

More than 400 people lined the walls and sat on the floor of a church that had been converted to a tent that never developed. It was billed as a presidential can­
didates' forum on women's issues, but Brown and Anderson were the only candidates who accepted invitations.

Both Brown and Anderson used the platform to stress that they were the only candidates who cared about women's issues to attend. They added an unusual touch to their debate by responding to each question, and the questions often wound up giving longer speeches than the candidates.

In the course of the forum repeatedly cautioned that all questions must deal with women's issues. One disgruntled woman in the audience commented, "Everything, especially the Middle East and inflation, is a women's issue," but those topics were never mentioned.

The mavericks of their respective parties echoed each other's views. Both favored abortion, the Equal Rights Amendment, equal pay for equal work and numerous other topics traditionally raised by women's groups.

If any candidate was criticized at the 90-minute question-and-answer session, it was President Carter. On most issues, the candidates started their answers by criticizing Carter's position.

"The president is in favor of reinstating registration and the draft. I am not," Anderson said.

However, I do not believe that women should be exempted from the draft in time of war," Brown said. He also opposed the draft, calling it a dangerous gesture by the Carter campaign.

The plan to draft those be­

tween the ages of 18 and 26 is being formulated by men in the White House," Brown said.

He said if women are going to be considered for the draft, 30-, 40- and 50-year-old men also should be considered for participation in "this exercise of insanity." Both candidates said they believed they had helped their campaigns by appearing at the forum.

As the crowd filtered out of the hall, several spectators started their own discussion whether it should be an An­
derson-Brown ticket or a Brown-and-Brown ticket.

"I liked both their views. It's a shame that we can't team up with each party," said Regina Falcome of Manchester. "It would save stop a lot of squabbling between the Democrats and Republicans."

GROCERY PRICES UP
WASHINGTON (AP) — Grocery prices went up again in January, but the rate of in­
crease was considerably below that of December, an Associated Press marketbasket study showed.

Much of the moderation could be traced to declines in the consumer cost of eggs and frozen orange juice concentrate at many of the supermarkets surveyed. All there were fewer increases reported for beef and pork.

The American Tap
Happy Hour
11:30 - 8
25¢ Drafts
On Special
All Day & Night
Kahlua & Cream
70¢

RED LIPS
KISS MY BLUES AWAY

Check out the Tap's Mystery tomorrow
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FOR SALE

1964 500 4 dr. Нау. $20. 457-4104.

For Sale:

Stern's Standard

Customized Chevy Van

1972 AUDI 100 Ls 4 speed, 4 surg. 4 dr. Good car. $5500. 6-15-74. 457-2423.

Ike Cars


1000 E. Main C'dle
219-2140

Crepes on the island

We have used stereo equipment
Good condition or
Audio Equipment 459-8485

Cash

CARBONDALE, IN NEED of an apartment? We have vacancies, single or double bedroom, only $30.00 per day, we utilize. Appy in person, Office, 1113 Graham, 457-4173.

1 APARTMENT FOR 2 people, furnished, includes utilities. $50 per month. Includes utilities. Call 457-7475.

MURPHYSBORO, VERY NICE 2 bedroom, $250.00 per month. $250.00 or 549-7723.

MURPHYSBORO, VERY NICE 1 bedroom, $225.00 per month. $250.00 or 549-7723.

FOR RENT: NICE 1 bedroom apt. Large kitchen, living room, sofa to rent. Call 457-7290 after 5. 457-3114.

Furnished 2 bedrooms, apartment for rent. Call 457-7290 after 5. 457-3114.

AQUARIUM - MURPHYSBORO - TROPICAL FISH - 10 gallons and up. Available in 10 gallon, 20 gallon, and 50 gallon. All fish available. Call 457-7497.

Ike Cars

INTERESTED IN LIVING IN LOVELY TRAILER TOWN NEAR CARBONDALE? We have 2 bedrooms, 1 bath, washer-dryer, refrigerator, stove, and central heat and air conditioning, located 2 blocks from campus. $599 monthly. Call 549-8137 or 549-8481.

CRAB ORCHARD LAKE M.C. HARPNESS Born 204.28.40. 32421-106C

FREE BUS 7 RUNS DAILY Rt. 31 North 549-3000

I WANT TO HELP YOU with all your insurance needs!
automobile rental mobile homes
Call TERRY GOLT at 547-4446
H. J. Schowengerdt 635 East Main St. Carbondale

BULLEN FURNITURE REPAIR
Fitness quality craftsmanship with over 20 years experience to serve your furniture repair needs. 337 Lewis Lane, Carbondale. 454-9256.

KARIN’S Alterations-Drapes 4911 Broadway downtown. Open Feb. 6 Mon-Fri 9-11 a.m.-Closed Wednesday.

NEED A PAPER Typed? 50¢ each-
Get it fast. Typewriter-Chip on computer. All work guaranteed. Call 549-4062.

FREE UPHOLSTERY SERVICE
Cover’s Upholstery & Drapery 601 West Third St. Carterville.

BIO-MED TECH
An excellent opportunity is currently available at SIU for a male or female graduate or on experience Bio-Med Tech. You’ll enjoy the benefits offered by the SIU “Roommate” organization that allows you to advance professionally.

In addition to excellent salary, tuition reimbursement and a competitive benefits package, you’ll have the chance to continue ongoing education programs. Please send your resume in complete confidence to:

ST. MARY’S HOSPITAL
After Personnel Department
111 Springfield Street
Beaumont, IL 62812

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

NURSING OPPORTUNITIES.
Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey show is available. Excellent starting salaries and benefits, including relocation assistance, 3 year contracts, 12% per year for 4 years, and 11% for all employees. Write Personnel Dept., Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey, 2000 B Street, Washington, DC 20006-5755.

PART-TIME POSITION for secretary for dictating and transcribing. Apply by letter to B. A. H., Room 411, Illinois State Hospital.

MIX A DR. OR A MS. will love her own room in this new three bedroom home. Call Dr. Mary's Information Center, with washer-dryer, carpeting, etc. The extra print. 549-1728 or 549-6333

WANTED A 1 bedroom and 2 bedroom trailers from 1988 to 1983 a month, plus utilities. In various locations. 329-1436 from 4 to 5 a.m.

WANTED
329-1436

ROOMMATES
TRAILERS
Ten bedroom furnished, energy saving no CIPS, near campus, sorry no pets. 5357BE92

2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, WASH-DRY, Carpeted, modern kitchen living room. Campus Bus. 437-8714. 5357BE92

THREE LARGE BEDROOMS, 2 baths, washer-dryer, carpeting, central heat and air conditioning located near Southern Park. Phone 549-7003 or 549-8067.

UNDEPENDING. WASHER-DRYER, air conditioning, two full baths, television, fireplace, 2nd floor, near Southern Park. Phone 549-7053 or 549-8067.

ROOMS
TABLE T/C, ALL utilities paid, maid service, 526 a week. Look in Sun Motel. 549-4091

NEED OFFERING in Good condition. Sunny, furnished, 2 bedroom apt. available now. Utilities included. 549-3774.

PRIVATE ROOM, CARBONDALE, 2 bedroom home. Roommates students. Can do own cooking, TV, laundry 2 bedrooms with a single bed, 135 a month. 349-6080.

YOUR OWN ROOM. In a house right next to campus. Free rent until Feb. 15. Available immediate. Call Mary Jo 549-8325 anytime.

ROOMMATES
WALKING DISTANCE, 2 bedroom, 1 bath, large house, carpeted, very nice on Sycamore St., 549-4469. 32211BE9C

FEMALE NEEDED to take over contract for a 2 bedroom apt. in 1 roommate home. 2 nice roommates. 3 blocks from campus, all utilities included. 549-5734. 349-8980.

ROOMMATE WANTED for spacious 2 bedroom apartment. Phone 457-8165 after 5 p.m. 32546BE9C

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT now available. 5357BE92

HELP WANTED
SKY TRAIN TECHNICIAN. SEEKING individuals interested in part-time employment working on and up-to-date X-Ray Department. Excellent working conditions and salary program. Free living quarters available with Transportation Contact: Personnel Department, Rt. 2 Box 5687, Carbondale, Illinois 62903. 3537BE92

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 2 bedroom apartment, own bath, close to campus. $599 monthly plus utilities. 549-2264. 34915BE9C

LARGE OWN ROOM, carpeted, for students. First and last month rent, all utilities. 549-0462.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED immediately to share 2 bedroom apartment ($600 per month), utilities included. Call 549-7383.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for furnished 2 bedroom apartment close to Southern Park. 549-8410. 34954BE9C

ROOM NEEDED. IMMEDIATELY for 2 bedroom close to campus, 549-4994.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for furnished bedroom apartment close to downtown. 549-0426.

FEMALE NEEDED for wonderful house in country with 3 bedrooms plus utility room. Rent $125 per month.

MISS A DR. OR A MS. will love her own room in this new three bedroom home. Call Dr. Mary’s Information Center, with washer-dryer, carpeting, etc. The extra print. 549-1728 or 549-6333.

TWO PEOPLE NEEDED for 3 bedroom furnished, all utilities included, $115 a month per person. 549-6333.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share a house with pool. Room is furnished and has a nice view of woods. For housekeeping and cooking. Send brief resume to P.O. Box 2381, Carbondale, IL 62903.

DUPLEX
DUPLEX: 3 1/2 bedroom, storage, washer and dryer, 395. 34640BE9C

DUPLEX CARTELLES
DUPLEX: 3 1/2 bedroom, storage, washer and dryer, 395. 34640BE9C

DUPLEX FURNISHED, CLEANSER, 2 bedrooms, 2 bath, 549-5330. 34640BE9C

MOBILE HOME LOTS
FREE UPHOLSTERY, 549-5330

CARDED OAKLAND M.C. Harpness. 2 bedroom mobile home, 549-1609. 34613BE9C

MICHELLE, 3 bedroom, air conditioned and furnished, 2 blocks south of campus, 549-2874. 34613BE9C

FREE UPHOLSTERY, 549-5330

PRINTING PLANT

CARBONDALE CARO FONE FAX - Newly remodeled, private offices, receptionist, and mailing services. D & R Hime Improvement. 549-3261. 3537BE9C

SUZANNE H. CARTER
Light Dutying - $12.00 per hour plus dental & vision insurance. Free on-site parking. Call 549-1728 after 5 p.m. or 549-6351.

WANTED
AUTOS, TRUCKS, JUNKERS, AND WRECKS
SELL NOW for Top Dollar Call 549-8410.

N NEW ERA ROAD Corbando 454-0421 457-6319

ENTERTAINERS, MUSICIANS, all of us wanted in new bar at E-A Casino. Call 457-6175.

LOST

MANS GOLDBRACLET, large open link design. 20 inch. Found Jan. 29, reward Call David at 687-2096.

BLACK AND WHITE male cat named Freddy. Lost between West Main and Springer. 349-8353.

FOUND
YOUNG MALE PLACK Lag has lost his collar and a black and white plaid dish cloth. Call 687-2581 after 5 p.m. 31569BE9C

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ASPIRING COMEDYANS—GUYS n’ gals interested in forming club to perform all u-writ material. Call John after 5 p.m. 549-8471.

10 PERCENT OFF Clothing to SHI students, mention Ad. Rypsy Sprl. 1/2 mile west of 127 Marion. 35349BE9C

REPRESENTATIVES FROM CIVIC GROUPS or governmental agencies will be on campus next week for the annual Government Job Career Day scheduled for Tuesday, February 5, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the College of Engineering. The Career Planning and Placement Center is coordinating Government Career Day Activities in cooperation with the ISU Student Alumni Association.

BEDDING, REPAIRING, REBUILDING PROBLEMS? Counseling and help is available. Call 549-4411.

REPRINTING—PRINTING—REPRINTING— --Call 687-2096.

DEPRESSION—MARRIAGE—YOUTH and family—Cohabitation Problems—Own Rent —Own Development—No Charge. 549-4411.

ANTIQUES, HANDCRAFTS N’STALGIA. Shop the little shop that could. Find the treasures of Polly’s Antiques and Country Crafts. Open Thursday mornings and a list of Community Building. 2134.

CARBONDALE CAROE FONE FAX - Newly remodeled, private offices, receptionist, and mailing services. D & R Hime Improvement. 549-3261. 3537BE9C

U.S. grain embargo freezes barge traffic

By Robert Barnes

Associated Press Writer

ST. LOUIS, Mo. (AP) — The

U.S. embargo on grain ship­

ments to the Soviet Union has

frozen barge traffic on the

Mississippi River in a way Old

Missouri River freighter crews
didn’t, industry officials say.

With grain reserves at record

depth and Presidents of major

export market, many Midwest

grain dealers have virtually

stopped hiring barges while

they hunt for new buyers.

The President’s action has had

the effect of cutting off the

flow of barges,” said a spokes­

man for a New Orleans­

based barge company.

A report by USG President’s

rates for spot shipments have

plummeted — some say by as

much as 50 percent.

To make matters worse,

bargemasters say they are

losing money on the hundreds of

grain-filled barges caught in

a massive logjam at the port of

St. Louis. While at least 300

grain terminals handle 40 per­

cent of all U.S. grain exports.

Dock­master Barta, president of

Valley Line Co., a St. Louis­based

barge company, said nearly

all barges are sitting in the

rivers waiting for permits for

exporters to find new markets.

According to the Missouri

Mississippi above St. Louis and

the Illinois and Ohio rivers in

shuts, but this year’s mild

Midwest winter has kept the

rivers nearly ice­free.

“Those mild winters don’t

come around very often, and to

see one come around and not be

able to take advantage of it is

frustrating,” said Barta, president

of Valley Line Co., a St. Louis­based

barge company.

About one­quarter, or twice the

number of Valley’s 500 grain

barges are awaiting

unloading at New Orleans.

The final test in a series

of exams to assess general

studies

By Robin Shapin

Staff Writer

Letter to 350 under­
graduates, asking them to

participate in a test that will be

determined to be used to
determine how efficient
general studies programs are,

was sent out this week, said

Jewell A. Friend, dean of

General Academic Programs.

Sponsored by General

Academic Programming, the

undergraduate program

assessment test was developed

by the Educational Testing

Service at Princeton Uni­

versity. Friend said it is widely

tended to determine whether

students who complete the

general studies program have

become “generally educated.”

As a General Studies

Advisor Council meeting last

week, Friend said “this test is

part of our preparation for a

review of general studies

program. Every six years each

academic program on campus

is reviewed. We’re due to be

reviewed in 1981.”

The aim of the test to be sent to

undergraduates this week

concentrates on the social

sciences. The test will not test

any specific course content

Friend said instead, it will

focus on student’s ability to

interpret data presented

non­verbally, as in charts, maps, or

graphs, she said. “It will give

us some idea about students’ ability to

understand major social issues.”

Friend said.
Penalty to increase fall 1980 for breaking housing contract

By Andrew Zinner
Staff Writer

This is for breaking a University housing contract will be changed beginning with fall semester 1980, according to Sam Rinella, director of housing. The policy will add a maximum of $500 on charges a student must pay for breaking a contract at any time during the school year, as well as requiring six month's notice from any student who transfers to another school.

Under the present policy, a student breaking a contract during the fall or spring semester must pay the full rent until the end of the semester, as well as one half the rent for spring semester, plus in early termination fee a either $25 or $100.

Rinella explained that under the current rules, a student moving out during the fall or spring in the spring could be charged much more than $200, counting the early termination fee. A contract-breaker will still have to pay one-half the room rent for the spring if leaving either during or at the end of the fall semester, plus early termination fee, under the new system he added. This would amount to either $279.50 or $230.25.

A student can avoid the one-half spring rent charge by showing proof of marriage within the previous month, or transferring to another school, or having a petition approved by the Petitions Review Committee, under both the old and new systems.

By according to Joseph Gasser, assistant housing director for operations, not many students transfer 110-120 per semester, and even less get married (30-40). "Those who move out without valid excuses do it because they cannot afford the charges."

Gasser explained, "For those students who can't afford $279 to get out of the dorms, a valid excuse must be submitted along with a petition to the review committee, which consists of eight to 12 University officials, Gasser said. He said valid excuses include personal illness requiring a note from the family doctor and, if necessary, the Health Service, proof that a student is needed at home, death, or other grave emergencies in the immediate family.

Gasser, who is chairman of the committee, said that "80 percent of those coming before the committee get their petitions approved if they come up with a legitimate reason."

Sophomore Mike Nadolski, who thought he had a legitimate excuse to get out of the dorms, said he "bought the school for four months, and received only aggravation." Nadolski is radio-TV major, said he suffered stomach disorders from eating in the chow hall both because of the food and the environment.

Nadolski got a note from his family doctor stating his problem, which he qualified as a valid excuse according to Gasser. The student is a member of the housing staff, and was according to Nadolski, "I have not received a note from their doctor. Some doctors will give notes for anything."

Gasser said that in some cases, the value of a student's sickness is in doubt, housing may ask the student to get notification from the Health Service to assure validity. But, according to Nadolski, no such request was made, and his petition was denied.

That didn't end his battle, though, because Nadolski went to the Student's Attorney for instance, but said he was told that the attorney could not deal with conflicts between students and the University. His next step was the campus Ombudsman's office and, according to Nadolski, they said they receive many complaints about breaking contracts. Nadolski charged that ombudsman's personnel suggested false reasons to get out of his contract to him, and also suggested that he drop some class hours to get out. But a spokesman for the ombudsman's office said "all we do is give students petitions, that's all."

For these reasons, Nadolski said he thought that "both the review committee and the ombudsman's office are incompetent. The committee can't distinguish between a valid reason and a bogus one."

Nadolski was somewhat rewarded for his efforts, though, he said. "They moved me out of East Campus and put me at Thompson Hall." Since then, because of the more relaxed environment at Lentz Hall, Nadolski said he has not experienced any health problems.

Though feeling no physical pain, Nadolski said he still experiences mental anguish. "I feel trapped," I think that if a student finds himself in this position, he should be able to, he said."

Ilinois jobless 7.1 percent

CHICAGO (AP) — The lines of the unemployed grew substantially longer in Illinois last month and the jobless rate was worse than at any time in almost 3 years, government statistics show.

The Labor Department said that length of the work force in the state was unable to find jobs, increased to 6.4 percent in December.

The last time the unemploy- ment rate was higher was in July 1975 when it hit 7.8 percent, said Harry Hardwick, director of research and analysis for the Illinois Bureau of Employment Security. He said the major causes in the big January increase were slowdowns in the housing and auto industries and a continuing strike at International Harverst Co., which has been out for more than three months nationally. The unemployment rate struck an 18-month high of 6.2 percent in January, up from 5.9 percent the previous month.

Hardwick said Illinois appears to have "caught up with the nation as far as the reason goes."

If the national economy gets worse, so will Illinois, he said, "and it looks like we are in a huge slowdown."

"The housing market is just about flat," he said."

Poll shows public supports sending troops to Persian Gulf

NEW YORK (AP) — Americans say they are willing to send U.S. troops to the Persian Gulf if the Soviet invade that region, the Associated Press-NBC News poll shows.

Thus, the public supports the thrust of the so-called "Carter Doctrine" put forward by President Carter in his State of the Union Message in late January.

"Let our position be absolutely clear. "An attempt by any outside force to gain control of the Persian Gulf will be regarded as an attack on the vital interests of the United States of America and such an attempt will be repelled by any means necessary, including military force."

In fact, the poll found Americans almost as willing to use U.S. military power to defend the Persian Gulf as they are to defend Western Europe.

Sixty-four percent of those questioned Tuesday and Wednesday said they favor sending troops "if the Soviets invade the Persian Gulf, where most of our imported oil comes from."

Twenty-six percent said they oppose such a use of U.S. troops and 10 percent of the 1,600 adults interviewed nationwide by telephone were not sure.

Only a slightly larger percentage — 67 percent — favored U.S. troops fighting off a Soviet attack on Western Europe. U.S. defense of Western Europe has, of course, been cornerstone of American policy for decades.
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The Intel Notebook
Careers and Technology at Intel

The Microelectronics Revolution—and how you can be part of it.

See us on campus February 5.

Intel is the acknowledged leader in four major product areas: semiconductors, memories, microprocessors, microcomputer systems, and software. And we're extending our leadership into data-base management.
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Gymnastics fall to 17th-ranked LSU

By Ed Dougherty
Staff Writer

Even though the men’s gymnastics team has lost its last two meets, Coach Bill Meade still is optimistic. His team’s record fell to 2-14 Thursday night as it lost to Louisiana State 197.15-186.30.

“We did real well until the last two events,” Meade said. “I know we beat Houston, maybe we’d be back in a couple of weeks and we can replace those losses and we will.”

The Salukis and Tigers were in a virtual tie through the first four events: the floor exercise, pomme! horse, rings and vaulting.

SIU and LSU split the first two events. SIU won the floor exercise 45.34-45.24. Brian Babcock finished first with a 9.35 and Bob Bittis finished third with a 9.15. Ray Gretz led SIU, finishing second with a 9.2.

LSU outscored SIU on the pommel horse, 40.55-39.55. Dave Schiele finished first with a 9.35, his highest score of the year, and Babcock had 8.8.

The Tigers also won the rings, 44.35-44.35. Even though no Tiger placed first, they had three performers who scored a nine or better. Babcock finished first with a 9.5, his highest score of the evening. SIU’s best performance as a team came on the vaulting exercise. The Salukis tallied a five for a score of 9.35 and scored a nine or better. Randy Bittis’ 9.35, was SIU’s best and good enough for third place. Matt Baker finished first for LSU with a 9.45.

LSU came into the final two events only .05 points behind the Salukis and that was close enough for the Tigers, who were entering their two best events.

The SIU gymnastics finished first, second and third in the last two events and outscored the Salukis, 36.15-33.90. SIU’s best performance of the final two was from Babcock who finished fourth on the high bar with a 9.0.

Darrel Kerbel of LSU had the highest score of the evening. He had 9.65 on the high bar.

By the end of the meet, Babcock was the highest scorer of the evening until Kerbel, who was the evening’s final performer, scored his 9.65.

Babcock won the all-around with a score of 45.75. 2.4 points ahead of LSU’s Corey Keiser.

**All-arounders pace gymnasts post Illinois**

(Continued from Page 28)

“We needed a high score because a team average in the low 130s might not qualify for nationals,” Meade said. “There are so many scores around 130 in the high 130s that to qualify, we’ll need four meets in the 138-140 range.”

**Ugly questions created by New Mexico situation**

(Continued from Page 29)

Soon, the federal investigation began. It appears that the entire UNM athletics program may have had ties with organized crime. Ellenberger was fired, and his top assistant, Manny Goldstein, resigned, along with who was an assistant at Southwestern Louisiana this year. UNM’s basketball program was put on probation in 1972, engineered Gilbert’s faked transcript.

According to the Singer, UNM athletics is in dire straits and former academic counselor for Lobo athletics, several New Mexico players who had American College Test (ACT) scores of 17 were accepted to the university. Singer said the average ACT score for a UNM freshman was between 17 and 20.

The whole episode makes one wonder how many other schools may be involved in the same activities. Indeed, soon after the faked transcripts at UNM were publicized, facilities at other universities were shown to have athletes with falsified documents.

Along with the ex-Coach within the Arizona State football program last fall, the revelations at New Mexico raise ugly questions about collegiate sports in general.

How many athletes whose grades and less scores couldn’t get them into a trade school, let alone a four-year college, are exploiting? How many junior college transfers and high school recruits, for that matter, have false transcripts of courses that never were taken?

How many college football and basketball games are marred by gambling? How many athletes have been tampered with, and how often have points players who were involved?

Perhaps the ugliest question of all is: organized crime involved in collegiate athletics? Certainly, it doesn’t help that point spreads are listed in major daily newspapers such as the Chicago Tribune.

**MVC tightens as Braves fall**

By The Associated Press

Missouri Valley Conference Valley leader Bradley fell to a charged-up Tulsa team while Creighton and Indiana State crept back into the thick of the league basketball race. Saturday.

Tulsa’s Hurricane, sma~ling 17th-ranked Drake 85-82, Saturday resignation of head coach Jim King, broke a five-game Bradley winning streak. King, coach at Tulsa since 1975, cited his team’s disapp"o~tment good enough for third place. Matt Baker finished first for LSU with a 9.45.

LSU came into the final two events only .05 points behind the Salukis and that was close enough for the Tigers, who were entering their two best events.

The SIU gymnastics finished first, second and third in the last two events and outscored the Salukis, 36.15-33.90. SIU’s best performance of the final two was from Babcock who finished fourth on the high bar with a 9.0.

Darrel Kerbel of LSU had the highest score of the evening. He had 9.65 on the high bar.

By the end of the meet, Babcock was the highest scorer of the evening until Kerbel, who was the evening’s final performer, scored his 9.65.

Babcock won the all-around with a score of 45.75. 2.4 points ahead of LSU’s Corey Keiser.

**Summit Offers More...**

**Purdue defeats Indiana; moves into Big Ten lead**

By The Associated Press

That four-day tie for first place in the Big Ten basketball race didn’t last very long. Purdue took care of Indiana and Wisconsin and Iowa pulled off major upsets Saturday.

But a logjam still exists in what is developing into one of the closest races in league history. "It wasn’t a beautifully played game by any stretch of the imagination," said Coach Lee Rose of Purdue’s 56-51 triumph over Indiana which left the Boilermakers alone in first place with a 7-3 conference mark. "but it was a typical Big Ten contest."

"Dropping into second place with 64 records and one game off the pace were Ohio State, Indiana and Minnesota. Ohio State suffered its third straight loss and second in eight days to Wisconsin, 70-87; and Minnesota, playing at home, suffered a 72-63 loss to Iowa.

Michigan blasted Northwestern 70-57 and Michigan State, coming from the outside, whipped Illinois 68-55 over the Spartans’ fifth victory in the last six games. Iowa, Michigan and Michigan State are all 5-3 and only two teams behind league-leading Purdue.

The next round in the dogfight is scheduled Thursday night with Michigan at Ohio State.
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Roundtrip Packages. Drive’n Save Packages Activities!

**Daytona Beach**
March 15-22
• Luxury Lodging Whistlebr Inn
• 2 heated pools • Restaurant • Cocktail Lounge
• Gulf Motocross • Moonlight Party Cruise • Disney
• Roundtrip Pkg. $179.00 Drive’ n Save Pkg. $99.00

**St. Lauderdale/Prime Location**
October 1-15
• Beautiful Lauderdale Beach Hotel on the Ocean
• Drive’n Save Pkg. $109—March 21-27
• Roundtrip Pkg. $109-Drive’ n Save Pkg. $99.00

**Padre Island**
March 15-22
• Condominium • Snorkeling
• Scuba Diving • Drive’n Save Pkg. $89.00

**McKinney-Home Sweet Home**
March 15-22

**AMADE'S**
FANTASTIC FALAFIL FACTORY
401 S. Ill. the ORIGINAL HOME of the Falafil You love.
Polish Average Fries and a Coke $1.29
or the "STRIIP"
Open 3 pm
Cpiunl Redeemable on Specials in this od only.

**Lewis Lloyd is coming to town!!**

The Valley's newest superstar will be here on Thursday as he leads his Drake team into the SIU Arena.

**Student tickets go on sale Tuesday morning at the SIU Athletic Ticket Office. Only 500 w/a paid fee statement. SIU VS. DRAKE!!**
Salukis fall short of ISU, 68-64

By The Associated Press
George Gervin scored 34 points and rookie Larry Bird hit a three-point field goal to break a tie in overtime and lead the East to a 146-136 victory over the West Sunday in the 30th annual National Basketball Association All-Star Game.

The East blew a 17-point fourth-quarter lead but came on to win when Bird's shot from the left side snapped a 136-136 deadlock with 1:01 left in the five-minute overtime.

Eddie Johnson of Atlanta followed with a layup for the East, Houston's Moses Malone sank one free throw and then Bird, Boston's rookie star, tipped a loose ball to Gervin for a layup with 49.2 seconds left that produced the final margin. It was the second time the All-Star Game has gone into overtime. The other was the fourth game of the series, on Jan. 21, 1964, when the East beat the West 98-93 in New York.

Gervin, the 6-foot-7 guard of the San Antonio Spurs who leads the league with a 33.6 average and is gunning for his third straight scoring title, had 13 points in the third period when the East surged from a halftime tie to a 108-91 lead with a four-point period.

But the West came back, using a lineup that had centers Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and Jack Sikma on the floor at the same time. The West reeled off 11 straight points early in the fourth quarter and finally drew even 128-128 on a driving basket by Paul Westphal.
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Gervin, the 6-foot-7 guard of the San Antonio Spurs who leads the league with a 33.6 average and is gunning for his third straight scoring title, had 13 points in the third period when the East surged from a halftime tie to a 108-91 lead with a four-point period.

But the West came back, using a lineup that had centers Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and Jack Sikma on the floor at the same time. The West reeled off 11 straight points early in the fourth quarter and finally drew even 128-128 on a driving basket by Paul Westphal.
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Matmen lose to Illinois State

Not having someone to wrestle in the heavyweight class finally caught up with the Saluki wrestlers Friday night against Illinois State at the Arena.

Because it had to forfeit the heavyweight class, SIU gave up a valuable six points to the Redbirds in the 25-15 loss, which dropped SIU's dual meet record to 2-4.

Jack Wolter, 142 pounds, outlasted his Redbird rival and hung on to a 6-2 victory. Gus Kallai, the team's most consistent wrestler in dual meets, dropped a tough 6-4 decision. The freshman from Barberville, Ohio is 4-3 in dual meets. 16-10 overall.
**Saluki rally falls short of Sycamores**

By Mark Pabich

Staff Writer

**Question:** The Saluki basketball team's performance Saturday night against Indiana State was: A) dismal offensive performance, B) a stellar effort by Wayne Abrams, C) a defensive effort by Maureen Harrington, D) all of the above.

**Answer:** D) all of the above.

The Salukis led the meet from the outset, capturing the WAC title, making the NCAA tournament and winning the top game. This practice eventually was the coach's downfall. In December, Craig Ellinger, a transfer from California's Oxnard Junior College, received credits for several courses he had never taken, thereby bumping him up in the rankings. Other Lobo players were found to have done the same thing. Soon, UNM was down to six "real" basketball players. Football players and walk-ons filled out the lineup.

(Continued on Page 18)

**All-arounders pace gymnasts to win**

By Rick Klett

Staff Writer

It may have taken them longer than expected, but the 1979-80 lady gymnasts finally have arrived.

Led by their four all-arounders, Pam Harrington, Val Painton, Lori Erickson and Maureen Hennessey, SIU downed a strong Illinois team, 135.35-134.90. The victory improved the Salukis' dual-meet record to 2-3; the Illini's record dipped to 3-2.

"We needed this kind of win badly," Coach Herb Vogel said. "Our scores haven't been real good so far, so this tells us we can do it. But we still got a ways to go."

The Salukis led the meet from the outset, outscoring Illinois 34-33.90 in vaulting, 33-33.70-32.80 in uneven bars, 33-33.53-33 in the balance beam and 33-33.80-33.35 in floor exercise.

We almost gave it away in the bars," the 16-year coach said. "Fifty percent of our routines had misses."

One routine that was executed well, according to Vogel, was team captain Hennessey's. She got a perfect score of 10 in the floor exercise.

(Continued on Page 19)